Single particle analysis of tau oligomer formation induced by metal ions and organic solvents.
Pathological aggregates of tau protein are found in several neurodegenerative diseases termed 'tauopathies'. Increasing evidence indicates that tau oligomer species rather than the large amyloid cytoplasmic inclusions relevant for histopathological diagnosis might be crucial for cellular damage and neurodegeneration. Trivalent metal ions and polyanionic structures like heparin or arachidonic acid have been shown to induce tau aggregation. However, little is known about early processes of tau aggregation. In this study, we applied fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and scanning for intensely fluorescent targets (SIFT) to investigate oligomer formation of tau protein at nanomolar protein concentrations at the single-particle level. Our results indicate that the formation of distinct tau oligomers is induced by the trivalent metal ions Fe(3+) and Al(3+) and by organic solvents like DMSO, respectively. In contrast, bivalent metal ions (Cu(2+), Zn(2+), Mn(2+), Ca(2+), Mg(2+)) had no effect. While DMSO-induced small tau oligomers are relatively stable in solution, dynamic remodeling can be initiated by non-ionic detergents. Moreover Al(3+) induces rapid formation of a different oligomer species of larger size. Our results provide further insights into early tau oligomerization and aggregation dynamics.